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a) share as a % of the total evaluation | b) selection from possible variants | c) max. number of points | d) compulsory min. number of points for the given number of stars

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites 
in the Czech republic - the implementing regulationThe rules and realisation of the categorisation:

1) The categorisation is valid from 1.1.2012

2) The categorisation remains valid for 5 years from the date of issue of the certificate.

3) The applications for categorisation are received by the Camp Association of the Czech Repub-
lic. Interested parties can find the necessary form on-line at www.camp.cz/akcr

4) The categorisation is realised free of charge for members of the Association within the frame-
work of their membership fees, non-members pay the categorisation fee approved by the As-
sociation.
 
5) The categorisation is realised by commissioners who have been trained and who come from the 
ranks of the operators (the Camp Association of the Czech Republic - AKČR) and the users (the 
Federation of Camping and Caravanning of the Czech          Republic) – hereafter simply referred 
to as the commissioners.

6) The categorisation is realised by the commissioners in person in the presence of the operator of 
the accommodation facility according to the published printed forms.

7) A record is kept of the realised categorisation and confirmation of the realisation of the catego-
risation is issued. The records and the filled-in forms are subsequently submitted to the Secretariat 
of the Camp Association of the Czech Republic.

8) The Secretariat allocates the number of stars and subsequently issues the certificate and the ta-
ble with the inclusion in the appropriate category upon the basis of the      evaluation of the record.
 
9) The operator may appeal against the results of the categorisation to the arbitration committee 
within 15 days of receiving the certificate from the evaluating committee.

10) The arbitration committee has three members and it consists of two trained representatives of 
the Camp Association of the Czech Republic (AKČR) and one representative of the Federation of 
Camping and Caravanning of the Czech Republic. The resulting statement will be issued within 
30 days of the receipt of the appeal.

11) The commissioners will carry out random inspections throughout the validity of the allocated 
categorisation in order to check that the conditions conform to the given categorisation.

12) It is possible for the allocated categorisation to be changed during the course of its validity: 
 a) in the case of a change in the technical facilities at the camp site upon the basis  
 of a request from the camp operator.
 b) upon the basis of any ascertained differences in comparison with the allocated  
 categorisation during the realisation of an inspection

13) The results of the allocated categorisation (the logo and the certificate) may be used without 
limitation in the published promotional and study materials of the given accommodation facility. 
An example of the official logo is included on the title page of this implementing regulation or 
jointly with the other information on the website at www.camp.cz/kategorizace 

The categorisation has been prepared by a committee created by the Camp Association of the 
Czech Republic under the leadership of Mr Pavel Hess in 2011.
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evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation
 

evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment



a) share as a % of the total evaluation | b) selection from possible variants | c) max. number of points | d) compulsory min. number of points for the given number of stars
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evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment
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evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

A summary of the categories of camp and cabin sites 
in the Czech Republic validity 5 years

****

the camping and cabin site must also fulfil the following/the facility must include:

…  the tourist sites must be clearly separated/demarcated – at least 20%

… hygiene cabins (lockable rooms with a washbasin)

… a changing table for babies

… a basin in the chemical toilets

… the option of hand washing clothes

… a laundry room (a washing machine, a drier)

… secured service parking for accommodated vehicles

*****

the average from the overall evaluation (the Facility, the Camp Accommodation Sites or the 
Cabins-Permanent Beds and the Sanitary Amenities) must result in at least the following number 
of points:

the average from the evaluation (Swimming, Sport, Activities) must result in at least the           
following number of points:

the camping and cabin site must also fulfil the following/the facility must include:

… the option of paying using a payment card

...camp security – the entire facility is fenced and secured with a physical guard service in the 
main season or a camera system throughout most of the facility or a physical guard service      
during all opening hours

… the option of internet use – an internet point and partial WiFi coverage or WiFi with complete 
signal coverage of the accommodation areas

… the option of placing valuables into safekeeping at reception – safe deposit boxes

… catering within the facility – a restaurant

… an independent shop with foodstuffs in the facility

… hot water in the showers and at all of the washbasins (with the exception of the service     
washbasin at the toilet), non-stop

… sanitary amenities for handicapped people

… a fully equipped kitchenette for guests

the camping and cabin site must also fulfil the following/the facility must include:

… the tourist sites must be clearly separated/demarcated, at least 50%

… the number of comfort sites for tents and caravans, at least 10%

… hygiene cabins (lockable rooms with a washbasin) – more than 20% of the total number of 
washbasins

… a baby room

… sanitary amenities adapted for children

… separate sanitary amenities at some tourist accommodation areas

… a chemical toilet drain

… the option of hand washing  clothes

… a laundry room (a washing machine, a drier, the option of ironing)

… paved service parking for mobile homes

2.

*

The facility must meet the minimum requirements for the operation of an accommodation facility – have secured 
easy access, a drinking water source, basic sanitary amenities and municipal refuse removal. The facility must 
provide a reception service and the regular cleaning of the facility, especially the sanitary amenities, must be 
secured.

**

The average from the overall evaluation (the Facility, the Camp Accommodation Sites or the Cabins-Permanent 
Beds and the Sanitary Amenities) must result in at least the following number of points:

3

The facility must meet the minimum requirements for the operation of an accommodation facility - have secured 
easy access, a drinking water source, basic sanitary amenities and municipal refuse removal. The facility must 
provide a reception service and the regular cleaning of the facility, especially the sanitary amenities, must be 
secured.

***

The average from the overall evaluation (the Facility, the Camp Accommodation Sites or the Cabins-Permanent 
Beds and the Sanitary Amenities) must result in at least the following number of points:

5

The average from the evaluation (Swimming, Sport, Activities) must result in at least the following number of 
points:

1,5

the camping and cabin site must also fulfil the following/the facility must include:

… the sale of basic foodstuffs, especially breadstuffs every morning

… hot water in the showers and at all of the washbasins (with the exception of the service washbasin at the toilet) 
at least 6 hours a day

… sanitary amenities for handicapped people

… a kitchenette with the minimum equipment for guests 

****

The average from the overall evaluation (the Facility, the Camp Accommodation Sites or the 
Cabins-Permanent Beds and the Sanitary Amenities) must result in at least the following number 
of points:

7

The average from the evaluation (Swimming, Sport, Activities) must result in at least the follow-
ing number of points:

4,5

the camping and cabin site must also compulsorily fulfil the following/the facility must 
include:

...camp security – the entire facility is fenced or secured with a physical guard service in the main 
season, possibly a camera system throughout most of the facility

… the option of internet use – an internet point or partial WiFi coverage

… the option of placing valuables into safekeeping at reception

… catering within the facility – at least refreshments

… the sale of a sufficient range of foodstuffs

… thot water in the showers and at all of the washbasins (with the exception of the service 
washbasin at the toilet), non-stop

… sanitary amenities for handicapped people

… a kitchenette with the minimum equipment for guests



a) share as a % of the total evaluation | b) selection from possible variants | c) max. number of points | d) compulsory min. number of points for the given number of stars

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites 
in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation

3.

****

the camping and cabin site must also fulfil the following/the facility must include:

…  the tourist sites must be clearly separated/demarcated – at least 20%

… hygiene cabins (lockable rooms with a washbasin)

… a changing table for babies

… a basin in the chemical toilets

… the option of hand washing clothes

… a laundry room (a washing machine, a drier)

… secured service parking for accommodated vehicles

*****

the average from the overall evaluation (the Facility, the Camp Accommodation Sites or the Cabins-
Permanent Beds and the Sanitary Amenities) must result in at least the following number of points:

9

the average from the evaluation (Swimming, Sport, Activities) must result in at least the           following 
number of points:

7

the camping and cabin site must also fulfil the following/the facility must include:

… the option of paying using a payment card

...camp security – the entire facility is fenced and secured with a physical guard service in the main 
season or a camera system throughout most of the facility or a physical guard service      during all 
opening hours

… the option of internet use – an internet point and partial WiFi coverage or WiFi with complete signal 
coverage of the accommodation areas

… the option of placing valuables into safekeeping at reception – safe deposit boxes

… catering within the facility – a restaurant

… an independent shop with foodstuffs in the facility

… hot water in the showers and at all of the washbasins (with the exception of the service     washbasin 
at the toilet), non-stop

… sanitary amenities for handicapped people

… a fully equipped kitchenette for guests

the camping and cabin site must also fulfil the following/the facility must include:

… the tourist sites must be clearly separated/demarcated, at least 50%

… the number of comfort sites for tents and caravans, at least 10%

… hygiene cabins (lockable rooms with a washbasin) – more than 20% of the total number of washba-
sins

… a baby room

… sanitary amenities adapted for children

… separate sanitary amenities at some tourist accommodation areas

… a chemical toilet drain

… the option of hand washing  clothes

… a laundry room (a washing machine, a drier, the option of ironing)

… paved service parking for mobile homes

Kategorizace kempů a chatových osad ČR- prováděcí předpis
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evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation
 

evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment



a) share as a % of the total evaluation | b) selection from possible variants | c) max. number of points | d) compulsory min. number of points for the given number of stars

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites 
in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation

a) share as a % of the total evaluation | b) selection from possible variants | c) max. number of points | d) compulsory min. number of points for the given number of stars

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites 
in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation
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evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation
 

evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

Kategorizace kempů a chatových osad ČR- prováděcí předpis
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The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation
 

evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment



a) share as a % of the total evaluation | b) selection from possible variants | c) max. number of points | d) compulsory min. number of points for the given number of stars

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites 
in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation

a) share as a % of the total evaluation | b) selection from possible variants | c) max. number of points | d) compulsory min. number of points for the given number of stars
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The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation
 

evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation
 

evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

Kategorizace kempů a chatových osad ČR- prováděcí předpis
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Kategorizace kempů a chatových osad ČR- prováděcí předpis
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14.

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation
 

evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation
 

evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment



a) share as a % of the total evaluation | b) selection from possible variants | c) max. number of points | d) compulsory min. number of points for the given number of stars

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites 
in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation

a) share as a % of the total evaluation | b) selection from possible variants | c) max. number of points | d) compulsory min. number of points for the given number of stars
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evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation
 

evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

Kategorizace kempů a chatových osad ČR- prováděcí předpis
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evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation
 

evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment



a) share as a % of the total evaluation | b) selection from possible variants | c) max. number of points | d) compulsory min. number of points for the given number of stars

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites 
in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation

a) share as a % of the total evaluation | b) selection from possible variants | c) max. number of points | d) compulsory min. number of points for the given number of stars
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evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation
 

evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

Kategorizace kempů a chatových osad ČR- prováděcí předpis
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evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation
 

evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment



a) share as a % of the total evaluation | b) selection from possible variants | c) max. number of points | d) compulsory min. number of points for the given number of stars

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites 
in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation

a) share as a % of the total evaluation | b) selection from possible variants | c) max. number of points | d) compulsory min. number of points for the given number of stars
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evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation
 

evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

Kategorizace kempů a chatových osad ČR- prováděcí předpis
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evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation
 

evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment



a) share as a % of the total evaluation | b) selection from possible variants | c) max. number of points | d) compulsory min. number of points for the given number of stars
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a) share as a % of the total evaluation | b) selection from possible variants | c) max. number of points | d) compulsory min. number of points for the given number of stars
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evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation
 

evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

Kategorizace kempů a chatových osad ČR- prováděcí předpis
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evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment

The categorisation of the camp and cabin sites in the Czech republic - the implementing regulation
 

evaluation:

  A) THE FACILITY

1.   The entrance

paved dustless

wide and spacious so that long vehicles can pass

sufficiently lit

a guarded entrance (a guard service, monitoring, a barrier)

signs on the approach roads

clear signs leading to the actual camp site

there are clear signs leading to the car park

1.   The entrance: total

2.   The reception

The reception will be evaluated, if this involves a reception or a registration point

there is a postal service and the option of leaving messages

the option of paying using a payment card

the maintenance of the unit (paintwork, the floor, furniture)

2.   The reception: total

3. Hygiene - Automatic Flushing

3.   Roads/tracks: total

4.   Direction signs/lighting

the quality of the used materials and their maintenance, visibility

Lighting

the buildings and main tracks are well lit

4.   Direction signs/lighting: total

5.   The maintenance of greenery

5. The maintenance of greenery: total

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility

no overfilled large containers

The material store

Small scale waste

6.   The maintenance of order in the facility: total

7.   Miscellaneous: total

Camp security

a physical guard service - throughout all the opening hours

only in the main season

fencing around the entire facility

a camera system covering  - only the exit

most of the facility

a freezer

a refrigerator

a sink with hot and cold water

the condition and functioning of the equipment 

The internet internet point

For guests

WiFi connection (partial, for example in the area around reception)

WiFi connection (complete: including coverage of the accommodation areas)

the option of placing valuable in safekeeping at reception

individual safe deposit boxes

Telephone

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - reception

a telephone available in the facility 24 hours a day - a phone box

7.    Miscellaneous: total

  Catering, sales

8.

Restaurant

the restaurant has its own toilets

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

Amenities various drinks

light refreshments

a rubbish tin available

Condition/maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

8. Catering: total

9.   Food/sales

Sales
 a sufficient product range

sales at an independent camp store

Condition /maintenance the condition of the paintwork, furniture, floors…

9. Food/sales: total

  A) THE FACILITY: TOTAL

  B) The accommodation sites - camp

1. The sites

comfort sites account for more than 5% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 10% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 15% of all sites

comfort sites account for more than 25% of all sites

number 20%

number 50%

the posts/signs are in good condition, easily legible

Average site size

site size 60 - 80 m2

site size 80 - 100 m2

site size 100 -120 m2

site size greater than 120 m2

grass or another dust-free surface

the surface is flat, without terrain deformations

the sites are also easily accessible with a trailer, no branches in the way

1. The sites: total

2.    Electr. connections     This involves electrical connections at tourist sites 

The total number

connections for 10%  - 25 %  of sites

connections for  25%  - 50 %  of sites

connections for  51% - 75% of sites

connections for 76% - 100% of sites

the maximum distance to an electrical box: 20 m

it is not necessary to extend a cable across the track

the electrical box can be closed (it does not have to be lockable)

the electrical box/post is in good visual and technical condition

2. Electrical connections: total

3. Water sources This involves the option of drawing water for the tourist sites

the surface around the point with the tap has been reinforced

it includes a drain into the sewer for dirty water

Distance

up to 100m

up to 50 m

up to 25m

3. Water sources: total

B) Accommodation sites: total

cabin exterior lighting

a place to sit outside the cabin, including amenities

the outdoor seating is covered by a roof

sufficient free space between the individual cabins

wheelchair access in at least one cabin 

the overall impression of the used materials and the tidiness of the cabin

Exterior requirements: total

sufficient cabin lighting

220V sockets

permanent beds, at least 80x190 cm

a night table or a shelf for each bed

a table or work desk

a chair or armchair corresponding to the number of beds

bedding

bed linen

a rubbish bin

a mirror

curtains or other means of shading the windows

a radio, possibly also only hired

a TV - possibly also only hired

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Interiors: total

a cooker + oven

a refrigerator/freezer

a microwave oven

an electric kettle

dishes for cooking

glasses, pots, cutlery, plates, etc. (min. 1/bed)

a dishwasher

Kitchen: total

only a washbasin

complete sanitary amenities

lighting (preferably an independent light above the washbasin)

a bathroom cabinet or shelf above the washbasin

a mirror above the washbasin

towel and facecloth holders

a toilet paper holder

a razor or hair drier socket

the overall impression of the used materials and fittings

Sanitary amenities: total

3.5 m2

4 m2

4.5 m2

5 m2 and more

  The area: total

The total evaluation for the individual types of cabins

  D) Sanitary amenities  (the average from all of the sanitary buildings)

the percentile representation of the individual sanitary amenities according to the number - toilet+shower+washbasin

1. Hot water

non-stop in the showers and in all of the washbasins (excluding the service basin in the toilet)

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at all the washbasins, except the service basin 

at least 6 hours/day in the showers and at some of the washbasins

1. Hot water: total

2. Toilets and urinals

1toilet for 20 sites

1 toilet for 15 sites

1 toilet for 8 sites

Dimensions

Lighting

Toilet paper
located centrally, for example in the aisle

individually - placed in each cabin

Clothes hooks at least one hook per toilet

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

sensor/timed - only urinals

sensor/timed - urinals and toilets

2.   Toilets and urinals: total

3.   Showers

 1 shower per 20 sites

 1 shower per 15 sites

 1 shower per 10 sites

Realisation, dimensions

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least two hooks per shower

Seating understood as being permanently installed

Realisation
 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

  pipes in the walls, not visible on the surface

3. Showers: total

4. Washbasins

 1 washbasin per 15 sites

 1 washbasin per 12 sites

 1 washbasin per 8 sites

the number of hygiene cabins:

- a total of up to 20% of the total number of washbasins

- more than 20% of the total number of washbasins

the presence of sockets - within reach of each washbasin

                              - only at some washbasins

from 85 cm or if there is a partition between the washbasins

Lighting

Clothes hooks at least one hook per washbasin

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 150 cm

4.   Washbasins: total

5. The baby room: only either a changing table or a fully equipped baby room are evaluated

There is no separate room, just a changing table

Baby room
a bath for bathing a baby

a hot water source

a rubbish bin

space for changing the baby 

Realisation
pipes in the wall, not freely visible

 tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

5. The baby room: total

6. Sanitary amenities for children

6. Sanitary amenities for children: total

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people

there are no doorsills

the net width of the door is at least 90 cm

there is sufficient room to turn a wheelchair around

the toilet is raised and fitted with handles

 the washbasin and mirror are at the level for a wheelchair

the shower is equipped with a seat

pipes in the wall, not freely visible

tiles / high quality plastic to a height of at least 180 cm

emergency signalling equipment

7. Sanitary amenities for handicapped people: total

8. Individual sanitary amenities

Individual sanitary amenities - a shower, washbasin and toilet

sanitary facilities directly on site for 2% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 5% and more sites

sanitary facilities directly on site for 10% and more sites

8. Individual sanitary amenities for the accommodation sites: total

9. Chemical toilet drain

a special place which does not visibly disturb the environs/intimacy

lighting

 the quality of the realisation, the good condition and functionality

9. Chemical toilet drain: total

10. Dishwashing

Dishwashing

the provision of lighting

10. Dishwashing: total

11. The option of doing laundry

the provision of lighting

sufficient bench space or possibly also shelves

11. The option of doing laundry: total

12. The laundry

An area with a washing machine, a drier and the possibility of doing ironing will be evaluated as a laundry

the option of an automatic washing machine

the option of a drier

the option of ironing

the overall technical conditions (the machines and the area)

good tiles / high quality artificial walls and floor

12. The laundry: total

13. The sanitary building (as a whole)

Equipment / area

the buildings are functionally equipped

the doors open in the logical direction

equal lighting

an entry area with a cleaning zone

the good labelling of the parts of the sanitary facility (directions, pictograms)

built-in pipes / not visible

the condition and functionality of the enclosure of the individual areas

good ventilation

The inspector will evaluate the immediate environs

exterior lighting

greenery and access paths

13. The sanitary building (as a whole): total

14. Service parking for mobile homes

easy accessibility and simple entry and exit

14. Service parking: total

15.   Hygiene

Cleaning

15.   Hygiene: total

The facility + the average from the accommodation site / cabins and the average from the sanitary amenities

  E) SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES

A.   Open-air swimming pools

imaginatively created and varied forms

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

heated water in the swimming pool

the planting of greenery, benches, paintwork

B.   Indoor swimming pools

Swimming pools with permanent roofs or retractable roofs

the environment and facilities in the entire building

entertainment facilities in the water, slides, whirlpools, …

C. Natural swimming areas this is understood to mean a lake, fishpond or river

Facilities

boat and peddle-boat hire

outside showers

water slides, water trampolines…

the cleanliness and condition of the beach, the overall impression

1. Swimming (outdoor, indoor swimming pool, natural swimming area): total achieved points

credited points - a maximum number of 15 points

4. Play equipment

Common room

( equipped with games, a theatre, activities a readers´ corner) 

the equipment is in good condition (paintings, walls, floors)

the room's area corresponds to the number of guests at the camp site

the room is functionally equipped

the diversity of the play equipment

games which expand children's imaginations have preference

the size of the playground

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

seating for the parents in attendance

Covered playgrounds the play area is partially or completely covered

(open or covered) playgrounds with adventure equipment

(a climbing wall, a flying fox, a rope ladder…)

the options, size, multifunction options

an absorbent base zone  - sand, grass, rubber sheet

at least 3x a week, in the main season

excursions, trips, sports events

4. Play equipment: total

5. Wellness may also be located in the direct vicinity - at the edge of the camp site, if it can be checked

a gymnasium

a solarium

massages

a whirlpool

a sauna

every further type of wellness (1 point)

Wellness: total (max. number of sub-points: 10)

5. Wellness: total (max. number: 6)

6.   this may be located in the direct vicinity at the edge of the camp site

Tennis courts

Multi-purpose courts

Mini-golf

Table tennis

Beach volleyball

Trampoline

Bowling

Squash

Football ground

Every other sport not mentioned above (1 point)

6. Other sports facilities (max. number of sub-points 25)

actual number of points (max. number achieved during 12)

  SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

SWIMMING, SPORT AND ACTIVITIES: total

share
(a)

selecti
on
(b)

max. 
(c )

compulsory min. 
number (d)

The facility means the area inside the borders of the camp site. The only exception to this is the entrance to 
the camp site.  Guests enter along an access road. 

The access road to 
the camp site

The preconditions 
for finding the camp 
site

The parking area 
for cars or caravans 
upon arrival

the parking area (the parking space capacity) is sufficiently large 
for the cars and caravans of the incoming guests

Functional 
equipment

the reception is clearly marked, including a visible sign with the 
opening hours

the receipt of guests takes place inside (not outside at a window) 
a room specially equipped for this purpose

there is a map of the camp and a pricelist (hung on the wall or as a handout), 
there is information on the camp rules, first aid, dentists, etc.

Functional 
equipment

there is local tourist information and tips for trips available, 
walking maps and postcards are on sale

The appearance and 
maintenance of the 
interior

Tracks are often not necessary in very small camps. If the inspector considers this to be the case, the 
average evaluation will be used

Amenities/
Maintenance

the type of carriageway conforms to the type of enterprise, for example 
a forest track in a forest camp site, but without uneven areas and 
potholes - the carriageways are reinforced, a dustless solid surface 
(asphalt is not a precondition)

the entrance and departure tracks are sufficiently wide for two-
way traffic. This is not necessary, if they are marked as being 
one-way

secured passage for emergency situations (fire engines, 
ambulances), the corners are sufficiently wide, no branches 
blocking passage

the accommodation areas are easily accessible, the entrances 
to them are also sufficiently spacious for caravans/mobile homes

The realisation and 
maintenance of the 
direction signs

the type and size depends on the size of the enterprise - the 
clarity of the direction signs, possibly supplemented with maps, 
is important - correct and simple navigation (the elimination of 
uncertainty). The equivalent is a map of the facility which every 
guest receives upon arrival

also suitable for children/foreigners (recognisable 
characters/symbols without the need to understand the text)

the lighting is well distributed, the secondary tracks are equipped 
with orientational lighting

The maintenance 
of greenery

the greenery is well maintained (the grass is mown, the trees are 
trimmed and any old branches have been removed)

the planting of greenery has achieved the pleasant natural division of the facility, 
the facility is well integrated into the surrounding terrain

The collection and 
removal of rubbish

the separate collection of sorted waste (at least glass, paper, 
plastic, other/communal waste)

the containers are suitably disguised (behind a wooden wall, greenery) - the 
containers are located in such a way so that they do not disturb the environs with 
smell or noise

The highest evaluation will be achieved, if none of the stored 
material is visible - it is in a separate part

There is no rubbish (cans, papers, bottle tops, etc.) in the entire 
facility or at any of the set places

The kitchenette - 
space for the guest 
to do their own 
cooking, cooking 
elements available

The option of 
placing valuables 
into safekeeping

Catering - in the 
facility

The quality of the facility's food is not evaluated by this categorisation, each 
catering building is only evaluated once

A restaurant is considered to be a pleasantly fitted out area where food is served on 
the basis of a menu, with service, where the menu at least contains starters, 5 main 
courses, deserts and a drinks list

Amenities/equipme
nt/the restaurant 
atmosphere

this is involves a pleasant and harmonically fitted out room 
(furniture, decorations, lighting, table laying)

there is sufficient room between the tables for a high feeling of 
privacy, equipped with comfortable chairs and spacious tables

Snack 
bar/refreshments

a snack bar can be considered to be a refreshment stand or a catering building which 
does not meet the conditions for a restaurant

a room where customers wait for the food, the option of 
consuming the food on site

Only the restaurant, then the restaurant*0.6,  only 
refreshments, then the value of the refreshments, if both, 
then the arithmetic average of both

the sale of a range of basic foodstuffs and hygiene products, 
breadstuffs

The number of 
comfort sites

a comfort site is considered to be a demarcated site equipped with: its own electrical 
connection, its own water connection or a shared water connection (1 tap for two sites 
and its own/independent wastewater drain (a sewer outlet which fits the drainage hose 
from a caravan/mobile home)

Separate / 
demarcated sites

the minimum number of tourist sites which are clearly separated by means of posts, 
numbers, stones, signs, trees or in any other way:

the separation is clear so that everybody can see how deep the 
sites are

the inspector will measure at least 4 sites at different locations in the facility. If the 
biggest or smallest site fully exceeds the average for the others, it does not have to be 
included in the evaluation

the sites designated only for hikers and the sites designated only for mobile homes are 
also not included in the average

in the case of sites with separate parking for the cars, an area of 15 m2 will be added 
to the area of the sites without car access

If the sites are adjacent to one another, 3 metres of width will be deducted for the 
passage of pedestrians and vehicles

if the sites are not actually separated, the entire area will be calculated from the number of sites 
and the total area designated for accommodation reduced by a 3 m wide track

The realisation / 
accessibility of the 
sites

Realisation / 
maintenance the electrical box is located at least 50 cm above the ground and 

it is protected against the rain

Realisation / 
maintenance

the tap is located at a height of 45 cm or more from the ground 
which enables  the easy drawing of water into a canister

the place for drawing water is in a good visual and technical 
condition

the evaluated maximum distance of the drinking water source 
from at least 80% of the accommodation sites

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of the number of people in the accommodation sites ( 3.5 
people per site) in comparison with permanent bed accommodation

  C) Cabins and other permanent accommodation in camps. The term "cabin" is also considered to include 
caravans, caravans for hire, mobile homes, rooms and so on

ENTER !!  The total percentile representation of individual types of cabins in the number of 
beds against the number accommodated on the sites

Exterior 
requirements for 
cabin amenities parking at the cabin or in the vicinity of the cabin, reinforced and 

groomed access paths and tracks

Interior cabin 
fittings

a wardrobe, including shelves and coat hangers, sufficiently 
spacious

A kitchenette - this 
is only evaluated, if 
the cabin has one

large emphasis of the overall impression of the used materials 
and equipment

The fittings in the 
sanitary amenities - 
this is only 
evaluated, if it is 
part of the cabin

The overall area 
per bed, not 
counting the 
sanitary amenities

  C) Cabins and other permanent 
accommodation: Total

the overall average according to the percentile 
representation of the individual types

Hot water 
available 

The number of 
toilets (including 
urinals)

the total number of toilets, urinals and long-drop toilets - 
maximum evaluation: one toilet per ten sites - the number of 
tourist sites + seasonal sites + the number of other sites which 
are used. The sanitary amenities are divided by the number of 
toilets

sufficient distance from the edge of the toilet bowl to the doors, in the case of 
laterally positioned toilets, the distance to the walls is min. 60 cm

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights two 
cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Rubbish bin (the 
ladies´ toilets)

one rubbish bin with a lid or a rubbish shaft with a flap in each 
lady's toilet

Service 
Washbasin

specially for washing hands after the use of the toilet at a distance of 
less than 5 m. Any other method with a tap (for example, when washing 
dishes)  - not considered to be a service basin

Maintenance 
(technical)

the quality of the used materials in the toilet bowls, urinals, dividing walls 
and hooks, the finishing of the walls, the floor and the ceilings, the 
cistern, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, the floors, the 
ceilings, the toilet bowls, the urinals, the doors, the pipes, the 
functionality of the flush mechanisms and the locks

Hygiene - 
Automatic flushing 

The number of 
showers with hot 
water

the total number of showers with hot water. A family shower is 
only counted as one shower

a shower with a lockable stall, a partition in the stall which 
prevents the removed clothing from getting wet

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Family showers
- min. 1 per 40 sites

a family shower is considered to be a locakable area with at 
least two showers, sufficiently spacious for 2 people to shower 
at once

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality of the used materials: the shower fittings, the 
dividing walls and the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls, floors and 
ceilings, the locking function

The number of 
washbasins. 
Service basins are 
not included, but 
hygiene cabins are

Hygiene cabins (a 
closable and 
lockable room with 
a washbasin)

Sockets at the 
washbasins

The distance 
between taps

individual lighting or a long fluorescent tube which simultaneously lights 
two cabins. The lights must be in good condition and quality.

Maintenance 
(technical)

- the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, 
washbasins, partition walls and hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors 
and ceilings, the condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, 
mirrors, soap dispensers, sockets and rubbish bins

a baby room is considered to be a room with sufficient space 
which includes:

Maintenance 
(technical)

the condition of the floors, the ceilings, the doors, the bath, the 
shower and the changing area

Sanitary amenities 
for children

Sanitary amenities are considered to have been designated for children, 
if there is one child's toilet, a child's shower and a child's washbasin. 
Max evaluation, if all these amenities are included.

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation

ranging from interesting tiles through to, for example, Mickey 
Mouse fittings

Sanitary amenities 
for handicapped 
people

This is considered to involve a toilet, a washbasin and a shower with hot and cold 
water

The creativity / 
resourcefulness of 
the realisation the quality and condition of the used materials - the fittings, the washbasins, the 

partition walls, the hooks, the finishing of the walls, floors and ceilings, the 
condition of the maintenance of the walls and floors, the mirrors, the soap 
dispensers, the sockets and the rubbish tins

A chemical toilet 
drain

A clearly marked ceramic or stainless steel drain for wastewater supplemented with a 
tap for washing the toilet, from a mobile home (service parking) not considered to be a 
chemical toilet drain

Realisation / 
maintenance

An area is considered to have been designated for washing dishes, if there is a cold water 
source available at the sink and warm water directly above the sink or in its direct vicinity

Realisation 
/ maintenance

sufficient bench space for the dishes (dirty, washed and dried),  
preferably also shelves

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, lighting, draining boards, rubbish tins, floor, washing areas 
and sinks

The option of doing 
laundry

A place for doing laundry is considered to mean a stainless steel 
or ceramic sink at a working height with hot water (directly above 
the sink or in its direct vicinity)

Realisation / 
maintenance

the condition of the maintenance is important - the taps, tiles, 
walls, drainage baskets, floor, washboards and sinks

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

Separate 
washbasins 
and toilets

they are separated - if the washbasins and the showers are not 
located in the same room as the toilets, they do not have to be 
separated  all the way to the roof, however 1 (emergency) toilet 
may be installed at min. 2.2 m in the washrooms

The condition and 
maintenance of the 
exterior

the good condition and maintenance of the wooden structures, 
paintwork, the glass in the glazed areas (clean), 

The overall 
Impression

The inspector will evaluate the external impression of the sanitary amenities,
 Especially the architecture

the appearance, flowers and plants, cosiness, the harmony with the environs, 
The functionality

The quality of the 
realisation / 
maintenance

the facility includes a specially equipped area as service parking 
for mobile homes with at least a drinking water supply and a 
drain for wastewater

the service parking for mobile homes is clearly marked and there is a 
paved flat base which the mobile homes can drive onto

The inspector will evaluate the hygiene of the toilets, urinals, showers, washbasins and 
common areas. Ascertain by questioning the guests at the facility, if possible. 
Emphasis is placed on apparent soiling and the frequency and method of cleaning 

the toilets and urinals - no calcium build-up on the porcelain, clean 
the toilet seat, walls, floor, dividing walls and doors

the showers - no dirt and build-up on the shower head, the floor and the transition between the 
floor and the walls. The soap holders and shelves are clean, as is the shower drain. There is no 
build-up/soiling on the walls, seats, ceilings and doors.

the washrooms - no dirt on the walls, floors, ceilings, mirrors and on the 
internal sides of the doors in the washing cabins. The sink and the drain are 
clean and without any build-up on the edges and the silicon seal is without 
any mould. The soap holders and the shelves are clean, the lighting is 
without any dust, soiling and insects

the common areas (doing laundry and washing the dishes, etc), the walls and the floors are clean, 
without any build-up behind the taps, the windows and doors are clean, the window sills are 
without any insects, the lighting is without any dust, soiling or insects

the private sanitary amenities - the inspector will ascertain whether the 
sanitary amenities were clean when the guests arrived  by interviewing them

   Sanitary amenities:    
    total

the average from the individual sanitary amenities according to the sum of 
the toilets + showers + washbasins - the percentile representation

  1. Swimming (Water quality is not evaluated)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-
based swimming pools will not be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within 
the facility and designated for the camp site guests

Realisation
 / maintenance

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, a sunbathing terrace 
or seating on deck chairs, small baths for cleaning the feet

The maintenance of the 
area around the 
swimming pool

The inspector will evaluate the impression, the fencing and the separation (not 
with barbed wire)

The following only applies to swimming pools, not to natural outdoor swimming areas. Temporary, mobile surface-based swimming pools will not 
be evaluated. Any indoor or outdoor swimming pools must be located directly within the facility and designated for the camp site guests

the quality of the used materials and the finish in the swimming 
pool (tiles, stainless steel, plastic, plastic film, cemented and 
painted, surface finishes)

the condition of the maintenance of the specific sanitary measures, the paintwork, 
plastic and tiles, entertainment facilities in the water…

the presence of showers, toilets, changing cabins, terraces or 
seating on deck chairs

The variant where the room is divided by means of a permanent or 
moving partition is also possible. Part of the bar or the restaurant 
separated by a curtain is not considered to constitute a common room.

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the room is nicely maintained and clean, especially the room for 
small children

Children's 
playground      
For <12

There are at least 5 different types of play equipment available, either in 
one central place or spread throughout the facility. In the case of 
multifunctional play equipment, each separate play option is counted. 
There are central and non-central playgrounds available. The central 
playground is also suitable as a meeting place. It is a plus for small 
children, if the playgrounds are not located centrally. 
The location is of less importance in small camp sites

Realisation 
/ maintenance the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 

structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Adventure
 Playgrounds

Realisation 
/ maintenance

the quality of the materials: stability, paintwork, a non-rusting 
structure, without any sharp edges and splinters

Water play
Grounds

Play equipment in water or near water with sand on the ground or sports 
equipment in a  shallow pool. The children must have sufficient room 
around them in a water playground (a minimum area of 100 m2).

Activity programs 
for children

Activity programs 
for adults

Other sports 
equipment




